YSI Meter and Probe Ordering Details

- 25% discount for any Operations Challenge team that purchases a 4010-2W or 4010-3W with an IDS 4310 conductivity electrode.
- Other sensors (e.g. IDS ProOBOD probe), accessories, and solutions can be added to create a full system. Please note the 4310 conductivity probe can only be calibrated with 1,413 uS/cm conductivity standard.
- All quote requests and purchases must go through Darrin Honious, the YSI Inside Sales Representative for MultiLab. Darrin’s contact information is below:
  - 937-767-7241 x246
  - Darrin.honious@xyleminc.com
- The Operations Challenge team name and association (e.g. New York WEA) must be provided to Darrin.
- Offer ends 4/30/2019